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BIB101 (CBC) / BIE500 (ACTS)

� The Purpose

� To help us accurately and thoughtfully read the Bible for ourselves

� Not to tell us what the Bible says about something
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� The method

� Develop an understanding of the history of the Bible

� Develop an understanding of the literary styles in the Bible

� The Bible from "Then" to "Now" (History, Translations)

� Organization

� Old Testament and New Testament Geography

� Hebrew Poetry / Wisdom (Job – Songs of Songs)

� Narrative Passages (Torah, Writings, Acts)

� Stories about and by Jesus (Gospels, Parables)

� Old Testament Law and Prophetic Writing

� Personal and Communal Letters (Epistles, Revelation)

� Resources for Further Study
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� Important questions to ask of any text:

� When was it written?

� Who wrote it?

� Who was it written to?

� Why was it written?

� What style of writing is it?
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� How important are these questions to the Bible?

� Thousands of years ago

� Many different authors

� Three different languages

� A few different countries

� To many different people

Leningrad Codex (1008AD)

Exodus 15:14b-16:3a
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Aleppo Codex (925AD)

11QPs (30AD)

Psalms
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P46 (200AD)

2 Corinthians 11:33-12:9
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Monastery of St. Catherine, Sinai

P46 (200AD)

Codex Sinaiticus (350AD)
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� When we read, we often assume that our understanding of the 
text is the same as the author's.

� This practice however, seldom works with ancient and/or 
multicultural books, such as the Bible.
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� Why reading scripture is a good way to study a religion:

� Scriptures are widespread among religions

� They tend to be comprehensive

� They are authoritative for their religions

� They have ancient and foundational character

� They are accessible through translations

� They are open to critical analysis

� Why it can be challenging to use scripture to study a religion:

� Scriptures are not universal

� The use of scripture is not uniform

� We must read translations (generally)

� Scriptures tend to come from leaders

� We lack the living context (the most important challenge)
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� The Four Changes

TIME 2000BC 1500BC 1000BC 500BC 30AD

GOV'T/CULTURE NOMADIC OPPRESSED A NATION EXILE PROVINCE

Gen 12:4-10 Ex 1:8-14 2Sa 5:1-5 2Ki 25:8-12 Luke 2:1-4

IDENTITY PROMISE SLAVES PART SUCCESS ABANDONED PERSONAL

Gen 12:1-3 Ex 3:23 2Ch 10:19 Jer 3:2—21 John 3:16-17

LANGUAGE HEBREW ARAMAIC GREEK
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BIB101 (CBC) / BIE500 (ACTS)

� The Bible is a book full of history, culture and artistic expression.

� With a basic understanding of the history and literary styles of the 
bible, we can dramatically improve our understanding and 
enjoyment of it.
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1. How do you prove something?

2. How do you determine the level of trustworthiness of the 
Bible?

� Introduction

� The history of the Bible covers at least 4000 years.

� The history of the Bible is intimately involved in the Egyptian, 
Assyrian,  Babylonian,  Persian, Greek and Roman empires.
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